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The Perfins Bulletin

THE LIBRARY NEEDS HELP . Somehow we wound up one copy short
of the July/August 19 77 issue of the Bulletin. We need the
copy to complete our f ile of membership rosters. Can any
body help?

LATIN AMERICAN PERFINS a re still largely unexpolored, and
there isn't even a worksheet for Peru. We do know, how 
ever, that there is an EH pattern which was used between
1929 and 1931 in Arequipa and a B.F.C. used in Lima on Scott
245, and a BM/AP used o n Scott 214. All three items are in
the collection of Bill Bladorn . Users? Bill doesn't know.
We need more research in this area .

RONALD HOWLAND (408 California Avenue, Wahiawa, HI 96786)
needs help from members on the precancelled perfins of Hawaii.
Ron i s putting together an exhibit and would like any infor 
mation anyone can p rovide.
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IVAN PFALSER sent along the shipping tag shown above. The
block of four of the 50¢ regular at the top carries two
full -perf FNB patterns and two FNB perfins with the top
hole of the F missing. Both the 20¢ regulars have the mis
sing hole in the F. I v a n speculates that the $376,882.82
pencilled on the reverse of the tag is the amount of money
in the bag which was attached to the tag. Question is: who
put in his 2¢ worth?

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED IN PERFINS ON COVER, drop a line to Ed
Stuntzner, 1003 Exchange Street, Emporia, KS 66801 and tell
him what you're looki ng for. Ed is the Sales Manager for
Covers for the club and while his stock varies , he can
usually provide a selection for you to choose from.




